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Perspectives foregrounded by composers through evocative representations 
represent the way in which responders are positioned in relation to events, 
personalities and the multiplicity of individual views.  The political tools of violence 
and emotional manipulation used by dictators to crushes individual thought, and 
conform people into political ideals, is one such perspective that is illustrated in WH 
Auden's poetry being spain and the epitaph of the tyrant and hence myself. I present 
this through the medium of a poster, due to its minimalist but effective way in 
reflecting the loss of individuality through tyrannical emotional and physical devices 
in the texts. Auden's representation further serves to greatly critique both the 
individual and societal actions and discourse regarding the participants of the 
spanish civil war, revealing the oppressive dictatorship of Francisco Franco inflicted 
onto the population of spain during the interwar years, to cement his power against 
the populus. By acknowledging the complex nature of oppositional perceptions that a 
rise in response to events such as conscious thought under dictatorships, visual 
representations like mine are able in many ways shape the responder’s 
understanding through presented narratives whilst the main perspectives of this 
being similar to Auden’s expression. 
 

In alignment to the fulfilling a dual role, Auden presents as a composer and a 
persona, my poster likewise attempts to evocatively portray “epitaph of a tyrant” as 
well as spain.  I did this by representing the first theme regarding the various 
conflicting perspectives between the loss of individual thoughts contrasted to the rise 
of collective, authoritarian thought through contrasting visual effects. I attempted to 
achieve this through juxtaposing black and white colour schemes in the poster to 
isolate the woman from the background and include her as the central figure in the 
poster. Furthermore this can be  
seen through the symbolism reflected in the close up shot of eye of the woman, with 
the reflection of the dictator of spain Francisco Franco illustrating her loss of self.  I 
positioned the dictator in her eye due to the fact that the eyes are the supposed 
gateway to the soul, making a subtle critique on her real individuality and perspective 
as an individual under a dictatorship. Secondly the dividing visual technique of a red 
vector stating “Death? Very well, I accept, for. I am your choice, your decision. Yes, I 
am Spain." depicts how the girl has isolated herself away from the pain and suffering 
inflicted onto other members of her society and has instead accepted the political 
ideology of the dictator. This is further achieved as the quote is almost satirical as it 
proposes that people could still make individual choices in a regime, however this 
wouldn't be the case. Similarly Auden's theme on the loss of individuality in the poem 
“the Epitaph of a tyrant” is composed through elements of the poster. One such is 
the linear, constant composition of the citizens lined up in the background of the 
image as they appear the same, highlighting the lack of individuality but an increase 
conformity in a fascist totalitarian government like Franco’s. This notion can 
henceforth be illustrated through the lack of colour throughout my poster. This 
represents the penetrative and long lasting effects of a fascist political system, 
removing the diversity of colour and staying relative to the same national colours. 
 

Through careful selection of form and visual presentation of personal and universal 
struggles, the exploration of conflicting perspectives in this case the methods of 
opposition towards individuals in dictatorships can occur. The tyranny of a totalitarian 



 

 

regime is highlighted in my posters representation of epitaph of a tyrant which is 
shown by contrasting elements of physical and emotional violence towards 
individuals. An example of this is the elusive presence of the colour red on the font 
serves as metaphorical presentation of the blood loss of the spanish civil war and is 
a visual representation of Auden's quote “And the life, if it answers at all, replied from 
the heart and the eyes and the lungs, from the shops and squares of the city” 
however i could have made this more visible.  In opposition to to this the use of a 
black and white photographic medium, aligns to the mediums used during the 
context of Auden's contemporary audience as well as their universal negative, 
sombre emotions prior to the outbreak of the second world war. Furthermore the 
tears, are a physical representation for sadness, emphasizes the shift in thought the 
mind of the central protagonist, a universal representation for the people of spain 
during this period and their emotional reaction to the removal of democracy.  
 

Lastly Auden's cautionary theme regarding the physical and emotional manipulation 
in tyrannical governments in “the Epitaph” is composed through various visual effects 
and elements of the poster. One such is the salience of the dictator in the middle of 
the protagonist’s face, a further critical emphasises on his unique and prevailing 
power in the society being Post-republican spain. Similarly the contrasting effect of 
the small backdrop of civilians to the enormity of the hand holding the fascist symbol 
disguised as a gun dubbed as “human folly” as proposed by Auden. This is both a 
symbolic and allusive notion towards the authoritarian and militant control of auden 
expressing how dictators inflict their own brand of politics being fascism due to the 
fasces, on their people to achieve their end goals.  
 

In conclusion the representation of WH Auden's two poems being spain and the 
epitaph of the tyrant emphasizes the pervasive, emotional and physical tools used by 
dictators to secure political competition. In particular expressing the oppressive 
dictatorship of Francisco Franco by contrasting his emotional and physical methods 
inflicted onto the girl being the population of spain during the interwar years. From 
this the form that I have chosen, critically represents these themes as well as 
providing the versatility to create a visually striking image effectively. Additionally 
through the chosen medium of a poster, my representation similar themes to Auden 
has been conveyed however representing these political motivations. 
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